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PRODUCT VIDEOS

BLACK WALNUT WIDE PLANK

Amazingly versatile with shades of 
warm grey and earthtones, Coastal 
Oak is equally at home in a modern 
penthouse, a beachfront cottage, and 
classic white kitchens everywhere. 
Available in all products and 
constructions.

This super-unique product is perfect 
for midcentury design, and it’s Green. 
We’ve taken repurposed scrap Beech 
waste that would otherwise be useless 
and made it into something beautiful. 
The layers vary in thickness, providing 
an organic flow.

Exclusive to CafeCountertops. Cutting-
edge European wood technologies 
have developed a way to permeate 
black color completely through the 
material. No matter how you cut or 
scratch it, it’s black through-and-
through.

THE ONLY WOOD COUNTERTOP 
MADE IN AMERICA WHICH IS 
BOTH FOOD-PREP-SAFE AND 
SUITABLE FOR SINK AREAS.

a

a

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8lCJ7M3CE-4

ABOUT
Watch our video on 
CafeCountertops!

Video Center

CARE
Watch our video on 
CafeCountertop Care!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wVBq3twRMTI

EURO SHELF
Watch our video on 
the Euro Shelf!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tz8NNWy9wXY

NEW Coastal Oak

Everyone else requires you to choose. Mineral oil finishes are 
not suitable for sink areas, while varnish-like coatings are not 
suitable for food-prep and are difficult to repair if scratched. 
Why sacrifice functionality? CafeCountertops’ Hand-Rubbed 
Luxury Oil Finish is perfect for food prep, excellent for sink 
areas, and easy to spot-repair if scratched.

Strata Beech Smoked Oak
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THE CAFÉ STORY

CafeCountertops® began with one family’s desire to find the perfect material for building custom countertops.

With generations of experience in fabricating premium-quality wood and metal kitchen components and millwork, the 
family wanted to find a material that would both perform outstandingly well and also offer something fresh and unique 
to kitchen designers across North America. In studying kitchens of their ancestral homes in Switzerland and Northern 
Europe, they found the perfect solution- solid wood.

Today, CafeCountertops operates from a spacious production facility in beautiful Knoxville Tennessee, with additional 
offices in California, and additional fabrication resources located in Canada, Sweden, the Caribbean and New Zealand. 
Superior wood selections are still sourced from the USA and Europe and carefully sorted for visual appeal; and from 
the initial stages of fabrication to hand-sanding and finishing, we still apply the same Old World craftsmanship used in 
Europe for decades.

Our Company
Andover Products is the name of our company. Credit Card charges may appear on your statement as “Andover 
Products” or “Andover/Café”. CafeCountertops® is a registered Trademark and product of Andover Products.

GENEVA

BERN

Switzerland

LUCERNE
Liechtenstein

Zurich

BOZEN

INNSBRUCK

Munich

VeniceMilan

LUGANO

AUGSBURG

VERONA

PAVIA
PADUA

BASEL

Vers-chez
Grosjean

WHAT IS VERS-CHEZ GROSJEAN?
It’s a tiny village in Switzerland, about an hour 
north of Geneva, from which a young man emi-
grated to the United States in 1899 at 
the age of 15. It is located on the eastern 
shore of beautiful Lac de Joux, in the 
shadow of the Jura Mountains, just 
down the road from the famous 
Swiss watch factory where his 
father worked. Many of us at 
CafeCountertops are 
descendants of this 
young man, and today, 
these qualities define us - 
the precision and quality 
of a Swiss watch works, 
and the courage and drive 
to make our mark in America, 
the greatest manufacturing 
nation in the world.
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Straight Talk on Wood Countertops and Warranties:
Variations in wood color and grain pattern are natural features and not defects. 

You shouldn’t be afraid to use wood in the kitchen, but you shouldn’t expect it to be bulletproof either. 

Thick-sawn wood countertops won’t perform the same way as veneered furniture. 
They will expand and contract and may reveal small cracks (“checks”) in response to seasonal 
changes in moisture in the home. This is normal and is a part of wood countertops ownership. 

As a CafeCountertops® dealer, you are expected to manage expectations, and to ensure proper installation.

Our promise to you:
We will deliver the highest quality product and the finest customer service to each of our clients. 

Each hand-crafted counter top will be built right; to your exact specifications, every time.

If you ever have a problem or concern with a CafeCountertops® product, whether in warranty or out of warranty, 
we’re here to help you achieve the best solution at minimal cost to you and maximum satisfaction to your customer.

CafeCountertops stands behind our products with a conditional 

Lifetime Guarantee 
against defects in quality and workmanship.

CONDITIONS OF WARRANTY
• This warranty is limited to standard solid wood countertop products in residential applications, for the life of the original purchaser (homeowner) in residence at 
 the original address of installation. Warranty for products installed in non-residential applications is limited to lifetime guarantee of glue seams.
• Unfinished products are excluded from this warranty. 
• CafeCountertops’ Planning Guide, Installation Instructions and Care Instructions are direct extensions of the Conditions of our Warranty. Damage or defect as a 
 result of any party’s failure to comply with the full instructions contained within these Guides is considered negligence and not grounds for complaint.
 As noted in these Guides, the following are excluded from warranty:
  Cutout locations not in compliance with factory specifications (minimum 10 inch setback from worktop ends); wood worktops not shielded from dishwashers 
  and other moisture/heat sources by thermal barrier; improper acclimatization, support, installation, maintenance or ongoing climate control; damage or 
  defects as a result of negligence, misuse, or normal wear and tear; small cracks (’checks’) as a natural action of wood in response to climate change; normal 
  wear of wood finishes over time; and distortion or cracking at miter/angle joints as a result of seasonal expansion (90-degree joints recommended).
• Outdoor warranty - Products made from Teak and Iroko which are installed in a sheltered outdoor area and kept free from standing water are warranted against 
 major glue joint failure only. Color change should be expected and quarterly re-oiling is recommended. Products fully exposed to sun and rain are not warranted, 
 and significant color change should be expected.
• Variations in wood color and grain patterns are natural features and not defects

CafeCountertops’ liability is limited to the value of dealer’s purchase price of the original product. CafeCountertops reserves the right to repair the product on-site 
with factory or subcontract craftsmen, or to require return shipment to our factory for repair or replacement, or to refund all or some of the original purchase price. 
Expenses associated with dismounting, packaging, temporary surfaces and re-installation are excluded. Warranty claims must be in writing, with photographic proof.
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CAFÉ WOODS
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Wood Species
Wood is a natural material that is known for significant variation in color and pattern. Wood should not be ex-

pected to “match” samples, photographs or existing countertops. Iroko wood is golden when newly fabricated 

and darkens to brown over time. European Walnut and Teak have strong variation in color. All woods will have 

some variation in color and pattern, and most woods change in color over time.

STANDARD WOODS

Other Woods

Sapele 
Mahogany

Black
Cherry

Teak Zebrano Wenge Paint-Grade
(unfinished oak)

Euro-Star Euro-Plank Wide Plank End-Grain Continuous 
Stave

European Beech

Grey Wash

Grey Oak*

European Oak*

Strata Beech

Coastal Oak*

European Walnut*Smoked Oak*

Iroko (African Teak)

Rustic Oak

Grey Rustic Oak

Black Walnut*

Newly-fabricated Iroko has strong golden 
highlights which darken over time.

Expect strong color variation, with 
a heavy contrast of color tones

100% post-industrially recycled

Shelves Only

*Available in 19mm and 26mm.
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CONSTRUCTION OPTIONS

Wood Countertops
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Euro-Star $
Enormously strong! Our Best Seller. 
Edge-Grain surface. Stave width 1-5/8” / 40mm. Stave length varies. See 
page 7 for thickness options. Lengths up to 196”. Available in most woods. 
(2-4 weeks)
Euro-Star’s interlocking construction is possibly the strongest, most 
warp and crack-resistant solid wood countertop in America. 

Euro-Plank $$
Face-Grain surface. Stave width exactly 3-1/2” / 90mm for a consistent, 
streamlined, tailored appearance. This premium product is carefully sawn 
to eliminate most of the small defects 
which are prevalent in wide-plank products. Lengths over 10’ 0” may be 
limited by available lumber. (2-4 weeks)

Custom Wide Plank $$ 
Face-Grain surface. Stave width 5”-8”(varies). Lengths over 10’ 0” may 
be limited by available lumber. Standard thickness 40mm.  Sapwood and 
small defects should be expected. 
(3-4 weeks)

Custom Continuous Stave $$ 
Edge-Grain surface. Wide range of thicknesses from standard 40mm/1.58” 
to 200mm/8”. Lengths over 10’0” may be limited by available lumber.

Custom End-Grain $$$
“Checkerboard-style”. The heaviest, most labor-intensive and most ex-
pensive of all wood countertop options. Although large tops are possible, 
proper support structure and room for 
expansion are required. Unsupported overhangs are not recommended. 
Thicknesses 60mm/2.38” to 200mm/8”. (3-4 weeks)

NEW Thickness Choices
Select woods including Black Walnut, Euro Walnut, Euro 
Oak, Smoked Oak, Grey Oak, and Coastal Oak are now 
available in 19mm/3/4" and 26mm/1" thickness. These 
thicknesses are perfect for the low-profile look.
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THE CAFÉ ADVANTAGE

Café Countertops®’ exclusive 
EURO-STAR construction

Trees are living things. Raw hardwood lumber shrinks, 

swells, twists and splits in response to changes in 

moisture and climate. Euro-Star™ by CafeCountertops 

is the one product to turn to when you need a solid hardwood 

countertop that won’t split, warp or otherwise fail and lead to callbacks. 

With Euro-Star, huge countertops are possible on quick lead times. 

Earth-conscious buyers love the fact that Euro-Star is made from premium quality lumber 

that is considered to be waste by much of the industry because of its short length. The 

amount of waste from traditional wood countertop planks is enormous. We’re pleased to 

participate in this unique form of “pre-industrial” recycling.
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EURO-STAR MATERIAL THICKNESSES

30MM / 1.18”
60MM ANd 80MM
perimeter build up

40MM / 1.58”

Available in lengths up to 
16' 4" with no field joints.

8’ 0”

16’ 4”

19MM / 3/4”
select woods only

See page 5
26MM / 1”
select woods only

See page 5
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PLANNING
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Install must allow for 
expansion and contraction.

See Installation Guide for 
simple screw and washer 
attachment. Oversized 
holes permit install 
screws to move with 
wood expansion.

Care
Clean with Mild Soap.

Oil once a year or as 
needed.

See Care Instructions.

SINKs and cutouts 
should not be within 
10" of work top ends. 
Wood loses moisture 
through end grain, 
making this area 
more dry and brittle.

Hand-
rubbed 
oil finish 
is food-

prep-safe 
(Naturally 

anti-
bacterial)

Special shapes 
are cut precisely 
on CNC equipment. 
Templates are not 
normally required.

Easy to 
cut or 
scribe to 
fit on site.

Protect from hot pots 
with pot-holders, trivets 
or optional heat rods.

90 Degree 
field joints 
(not miter) 
to permit 
expansion.

Euro-star
Strongest, Fastest, Best Price!

Custom Continuous Stave, Wide Plank, 
and End Grain also available.

expansion

Thermal 
Barrier 
Required 
for Most U/c 
Appliances.

Hand-Rubbed 
Oil Finish is 
Moisture 
Resistant. 
Great for 
Sink Areas.

Scratch 
Repair is 
easy with our 
hand-rubbed 
oil finish.

Resists stains 
and spills, 
including 
red wine.

Some l-shapes 
can ship as one 
piece (no field 
joints required).
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Wood Countertops for Kitchens 
Natural-finished wood varies in color, appearance and texture. 
Iroko darkens with time. Expect some wear with regular use.

Most orders ship by 
freight truck. Note any 
damage on driver’s bill of lading.

Overhang 10" max without 
supports.

Avoid the "barrel Effect"
Most overhangs require 
support to resist 
compression sag.

Our recessed steel 
support system is a 
great alternative to 
corbels or brackets.

Acclimatize 
24 hours before 
installation.
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PLANNING

L-shapes

IMPORTANT: 90-Degree Joints are superior to angle/miter joints in solid wood countertops. 
Angle/miter field joints are a potential trouble spot (as shown in figure 11A). Seasonal expan-
sion may cause the joint to distort and potentially crack the countertop.

Stiffeners

CafeCountertops’ heavy-duty Recessed 
Steel Stiffeners can be used to eliminate 
corbels or brackets, or to give extra 
strength to table tops, or to add rigidity 
to any countertop.

A simple rule of thumb for engineering at overhangs is that the stiffener should extend over 
the cabinetry 1-1/2 times the length of extension at the overhang. If you have an unusual 
challenge, our engineers are happy to help. Just send us the layout and we will gladly assist 
in planning.

9
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Expansion 
does not interfere 

with joint. 

Seasonal expansion 
may distort joint and 

damage wood.

(figure 11A)
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Undermount Sinks 

CafeCountertops® recommends undermount sinks for use with solid wood countertops.

PLANNING
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STANDARD 
UNDERMOUNT

STANDARD UNDERMOUNT (figure 10A)

Sink cutout fully exposes the countertop edge. The sink bowl is 

installed by others at the jobsite.

When ordering, specify the exact make and model number of the 

sink (for most major brands of sinks), and location of centerlines. 

We can normally get the cutout 

information from the sink 

manufacturer’s website.

SIGNATURE UNDERMOUNT (figure 10B)

Sink detail provides a streamlined architectural appearance by 

elevating the sink bowl closer to the surface. By minimizing the ex-

posed endgrain at the sink, potential for water markings and water 

damage is greatly reduced.

Ultra-precise fitting requires that 

the physical sink bowl be shipped 

to CafeCountertops® prior to 

production. Signature undermount 

is the same price as Standard 

Undermount, so your only added 

cost is the shipping of the sink. We will factory-install most sinks 

other than fire-clay or cast iron sinks, which must be fully supported 

from below because of their weight.

IMPORTANT! SINK CUTOUT LOCATION (figure 10C)

Sink cutouts should be a minimum of 10 inches away from counter-

top ends. Wood loses moisture from out of its end grain, making this 

section of the countertop more brittle and prone to cracking.
We recommend 3-1/2” setback from countertop front 
(2” minimum).

(figure 10A)

(figure 10B)

(figure 10C)

SIGNATURE 
UNDERMOUNT
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PLANNING
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Drop-In Sinks and Faucet Holes
Drop-in Sink cut-outs and faucet holes can be easily cut onsite. Most installers prefer this 
because of the narrow margin of error at faucet hole locations.

Farmhouse-Style and Other Handmade Sinks
CafeCountertops recommends that the countertop overhang 
the edge of Farmhouse-style sinks by 3/8” (figure 11A). This is 
because many farmhouse-style sinks are dimensionally irregular. 
The overhang minimizes the irregular appearance and conceals 
the large caulk joint that is sometimes necessary. Manufacturers 
of porcelain and other handmade sinks typically do not provide 
e-templates. We will need cutout dimensions from you. Also, 
Porcelain and cast iron sinks are too heavy to suspend from the 
worktop. They must be supported from below.

Edge Detail at Sink Cutouts
Unless otherwise specified, sink cutout edges receive Edge A (1/8” roundover) at top 

edge only. Other edges are available on request.

Free Cutting Boards
Delight your customer with a surprise gift. Order a countertop 

with a sink cutout and we will craft the cutout into a free 

cutting board (figure 11B). One crucial caveat: this MUST be 

specified at time of order. After production, the cutout will 

have already been disposed of.

(figure 11A)

(figure 11B)
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PLANNING
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Options 

Drain Channels (figure 12A) 

Includes a set of downward-sloping 13” half-round drain grooves 

machined into the wood worksurface. These are specified in 

conjunction with Undermount or Farmhouse-Style sink cutouts. 

Stainless Steel Heat Rod Grille (figure 12B) 

Includes a set of six stainless steel rods, semi-recessed into the 

wood worktop. Rods lift out for easy cleaning. The large (approx. 

12”x14”) size can accommodate pots and pans, and will even 

support most baking sheets.

Thermal Barrier - required for appliances (figure 12C) 

This thin peel-and-stick membrane attaches to the underside of 

the countertop at appliances, or can be cut into strips for edges 

at cutouts. Required for all types of heat- and moisture-generating 

appliances including dishwashers, ovens, warming drawers, 

icemakers and refrigerators, as well as for cutout edges at 

drop-in cooktops and downdraft vent systems.

NEW Superfast Wireless
Phone Charger
Hidden in plain sight, underneath the 

countertop. 15 watts of Qi-technology 

charging will recharge your Apple or 

Samsung devices quickly (if Qi-compatible).

The Overboard
Meet the OverBoard, a brilliantly simple 

solution. It’s a beautiful cutting surface 

that can be conveniently moved to any 

counter location.

(figure 12B)

(figure 12C)

(figure 12A)
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PLANNING

Other Considerations

Temperature/Humidity: Solid wood worktops are a natural product, dried to 8-10 percent 

moisture content, which is suitable for humidity levels of 50-60 percent. Wood is a living material; it 

will expand and contract according to surrounding humidity levels. Indoor air must be conditioned per 

CafeCountertops’ Care Instructions.

Direct Sunlight
As with most wood products, solid wood counter tops are affected by light, especially natural sunlight 
and sunlight-simulating lamps. If your design includes counter tops that are exposed to increased light 
and also includes another counter top in an area with more subdued lighting, the homeowner should 
be advised that the top exposed to more light may change color tone more quickly.

Darkening, Wood Variation,
and Finger Joints
Wood is an all-natural product. The fact that no two trees 
are exactly alike is at the essence of solid wood’s appeal. 
Color and grain variation from stave to stave within the 
countertop does not constitute a defect. Visible finger 
joints do not constitute a defect. Many wood species 
change color appreciably over time. Iroko is especially 
known for color change.

Outdoor Kitchens
Our Teak and Iroko tops can be used in sheltered patios 
and other semi-outdoor locations. Small cracks should be 
expected, but these are basically harmless. See 
CafeCountertops’ Warranty for limitations.

Restaurant and Commercial Furniture
While CafeCountertops’ Hand-Rubbed Oil Finish is suitable for restaurants and commercial facilities, 
we do recognize that some customers and architects prefer a hard “maintenance-free” finish for these 
applications. Our Super Top-Coat clearcoat finish is moisture and chemical resistant. Please see 
page 14 for important information before specifying this finish.

13

Iroko (African Teak)

Newly-fabricated Iroko has strong golden 
highlights which darken over time.
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Oiling—Easy as 1-2-3

2. Wait 15 Minutes 3. Wipe1. Apply Oil

Remove scratches by 
buffing prior to oiling.

14

FINISH OPTIONS

Hand-Rubbed Luxury Oil Finish - STANDARD
CafeCountertops’ Hand-Rubbed Oil is the best choice for Kitchens. Made 

from a natural earth-friendly blend of durable plant oils and tough 

carnauba wax, this exclusive finish is food-prep-safe, but also has very 

good moisture resistance, stands up to stains and alcohol, and can be 

spot-repaired. Very low maintenance. This deep penetrating finish draws 

out wood’s natural beauty with a pleasing natural patina that gets even better 

with age. We recommend this finish for every application.

Oil does for wood countertops what lotion does for skin. Dried wood becomes brittle and loses 

strength. Wood maintained with regular oilings can virtually last forever.

Super Top-Coat Finish - SPECIAL ORDER ($$)
Highly moisture resistant coating-type finish forms a surface film rather than penetrating into the 

wood. No regular maintenance, but is not food-prep-safe and cannot be spot-repaired if scratched.

FREE
CARE KIT 
with every Hand-Rubbed 

Luxury Oil Finish 
order!

ONCE
A YEAR
OILING 

Compare to other tops that 
require monthly oiling!
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DISTRESSING & MITER-FOLD

Distressing
Worn edges and occasional scrapes and gouges, but mostly 
smooth in the worksurface area. Reminiscent of an estate 
table or kitchen worktop that has aged gracefully. Distressing 
will be tasteful and subdued, unless specified otherwise.

 Miter-Fold Waterfall 
 End Panels 
 Specialty heavy-duty European concealed connectors 
 are factory fit, released for flat shipping, then 
 permanently reconnected onsite. 

NEW Rustico Specialty Edge
We’ve taken the style of a hand-hewn beam and made    it our own. Now you can have that it our 
own without the health hazards of reclaimed lumber. 
Shown here in Rustic Oak with optional distressing.

 NEW Live Edge Slabs
 Beginning in mid-2020, CafeCountertops will have true  
 Live Edge Slabs in stock, in Black Walnut, Euro Oak, 
 Smoked Oak, Grey Oak and Coastal Oak. Some of these 
 will be massive, 
perfect for large islands or boardroom tables.
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FLOATING SHELVES

Euro-shelf — 
the heavy duty 
floating shelf system.

Our heavy-duty mounting rail allows for strong attachment at every 
stud. Adjustability allows the installer to level the shelf in a fraction 
of the time required by common floating shelf brackets. Most 
importantly, the shelves will be straight and level, in keeping 
with the quality of your work.

SPECIFICATIONS:
• Depth: Minimum 7” / Maximum 12”
• Length: Maximum 196”

Available in all woods, construction options, and 
paint grade (unfinished oak). 
Can be customized for recessed lighting and more.

30 LBS
PER SQ. FT.
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EURO TABLE SYSTEM
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Euro table system — 

Designed for use as a 4-leg table, or as a 2-leg extension to be installed 
at the end of an Island.

Clever locking hardware allows for quick installation, and is available in: 

Satin 
Black

Satin 
Bronze

Satin 
Nickel

Satin
Gold 

Polished 
Chrome

Optional Extension Mechanism
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PRICING GUIDE

EURO-STAR 30MM 40MM 

STANDARD WOODS

European Beech 101 121

European Oak 119 141

Iroko 135 165

Mahogany (Sapele) 135 165

Rustic Oak 135 165

Strata Beech (35mm) — 165

Greywash 145 179

Grey Oak 165 192

Grey Rustic Oak 165 192

Smoked Oak 165 192

Coastal Oak 165 192

European Walnut 165 192

Black Walnut 171 210

Special Order: 

Other species may be available in 

constructions other than Euro-Star.

Priced By Special Quote:

• Euro-Star 19mm, 26mm, 60mm and 

 80mm thickness options

• Euro-Plank, Wide Plank, Continuous Stave 

 and End-Grain products

• Super Top-Coat Finish

• Packaging & shipping

Price list valid 1/1/20-12/31/20. 
Prices are subject to change at any time.

See Thickness Chart 
on page 7.
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BUDGET 
PRICING ONLY 

Prices subject to change at any 
time. Factory quote required 
for purchase of custom tops.

Black Walnut

European Walnut

Smoked Oak

Grey Rustic Oak

Coastal Oak

Grey Oak

Greywash

Strata Beech

Rustic Oak

Mahogany

Iroko

European Oak

European Beech

30mm/$sf

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180
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RETAIL PRICE LIST

Standard Options 

 30/40mm
 THICK

Notched Corners ...................................................................................... 100 ea.

Radius/Clipped Small Corner Detail (up to 3”) ................................................ 30 ea.

Radius/Clipped Small Corner Detail Set/4  ................................................... 90  ea.

Full Radius ............................................................................................. 300  ea.

Partial Radius ......................................................................................... 350  ea.

Custom/Angle Cut ................................................................................... 100  ea.

90-Degree Butt Joint ............................................................................... 240  ea.

Angle/Miter Joints  .................................................................................. 350  ea.

Undermount Sink ..................................................................................... 400 ea.

Cutout for Farmhouse-Style Sink ................................................................ 400 ea.

Cutout for Drop-in Sink or Cooktop............................................................. 160 ea.

Faucet Holes ............................................................................................. 40 ea.

Thermal Barrier (for undercounter appliance or cooktop) ........................................... 60 ea.

Edge Detail Pricing 
Standard Edge Details ................................................................................... 9/ft.

Premium Edge Details C, N & Q .................................................................... 17/ft.

Premium Edge Detail E (60mm and 80mm only) ............................................. 32/ft.

Premium Edge Detail L (60mm and 80mm only) ............................................. 40/ft.

*Edge Details other than E and Q are available with 60/80mm, but they do not conceal the horizontal line 

at buildup.
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5 Step to Pricing
1) Wood (per square foot) ..........................   
2) Options (sinks cutouts, radius corners, etc.)   __________
   __________
   __________
3) Edge Detail (per linear foot) ....................   __________
	 subtotal	  __________
4) Discount .................................................   __________
5)	 Total	Dealer	Cost	 	  __________
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DISCOUNT INFORMATION

Discount Information 

Dealers - 35% Discount
This discount is offered to authorized CafeCountertops dealers who do not display 

CafeCountertops in their showroom. 

Display Dealers - 50% Discount
 This discount is offered to authorized CafeCountertops dealers who have a CafeCountertop 

displayed in their showroom and/or dealers who have purchased a complete set of 

CafeCountertops samples. In addition, Display Dealers are given first opportunity to 

receive homeowner inquiry factory leads from your area.

Shipping - for budget/estimate only
Crated wood countertops weigh 

approximately 10 pounds per square 

foot. Multiply the total weight of your 

order by the rate for your zone. Most 

products ship by motor freight. 

Residential delivery is available (add 

surcharge), but may extend delivery 

time. Does not include scheduled 

appointment or inside delivery. Shipping is 

not available to areas not accessible to freight trucks, 

e.g. gated communities. Buyer is exclusively responsible to inspect for shipping damage on 

arrival, and to note any damage on delivery driver’s bill of lading. Shipping to Alaska, Hawaii, 

and Canada require a custom quote.
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1

3

1

2

  Zone 1 Zone 2 Zone 3
 Up to 60 lbs. Flat Rate $95
 61-250 lbs. $200 $235 $285
 Over 250 lbs. Add $0.60/lb. over 250 lbs. 
  to zone rate above.
 Residential Add $95



P U R C H A S E  &  S A V E

Displaying dealers save!

*Does not include freight. Program terms: Dealer is responsible for tracking purchases. CaféCountertops provides a form at time of display 
purchase. Submit your form after one year to receive a credit for the earned amount, to be used against future purchases within one year of 
issue date.

p: (866) 449-2233 | f: (865) 219-6128
sales@cafecountertops.com 

SHOWROOM DISPLAYS
Displays are very affordable at LIST -70%, and you 
can get 10% back on your next 12 months’ purchases*. 
Put your display to work selling more projects and your 
display is essentially FREE!

DISPLAY TRAY
Empty Tray (Box 1 or 2) ............ $100 each Qty.

Tray with Box 1 Samples ........... $160 each Qty.

Tray with Box 2 Samples ........... $240 each Qty.

Two Trays with Box 1 & 2 
Samples (full set) ....................... $400 each Qty.

COMPANY INFORMATION
Company Name: ___________________________________

Address: ___________________________________________

City/St/Zip: ________________________________________

Phone: ____________________________________________

Email: _____________________________________________

DEALER DISCOUNT STRUCTURE
Non-Display -35%
Display -50%
Discount valid on future purchases.

BOX SET 1

BOX SET 2

BOX SET 1 $60 each Qty.
The Top Sellers: Includes Black Walnut, Euro Oak, 
Greywash, Iroko, Grey Rustic Oak, Euro Beech, 
Euro Walnut, Smoked Oak.

BOX SET 2 $140 each Qty.
Includes Mahogany, Rustic Oak, Coastal Oak, Teak, 
Wenge, Strata Beech, Black Cherry, premium Edges 
and Constructions, and Super Top-Coat finish.

COMPLETE SET $200 each Qty.
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   DEALER WGT.
 WITH GROOVE  COST

 C-CUT1EB01 12”X17” European Beech $73 14
 C-CUT1EO01 12”X17” European Oak  $81 14
 C-CUT1IR01 12”X17” Iroko  $87 14
 C-CUT1MG01 12”X17” Mahogany  $87 14
 C-CUT1BW01 12”X17” Black Walnut  $115 14
   DEALER WGT.
 WITH GROOVE  COST

 C-CUTNGEB01 12”X17” European Beech  $58 14
 C-CUTNGEO01 12”X17” European Oak  $67 14
 C-CUTNGIR01 12”X17” Iroko  $72 14
 C-CUTNGMG01 12”X17” Mahogany  $72 14
 C-CUTNGBW01 12”X17” Black Walnut $100 14
 C-CUTLOGO* Custom Engraved Logo SEE BELOW

*Add your custom logo! Laser-engraved logo from 

your vector file. Makes a perfect thank you gift for any 

kitchen project. Quantities of 1-9 are $10 per board 

and 10 or more are $4 per board. 4 weeks delivery.

CUTTING BOARDS COST

Care and Installation
Installation and care must be completed  

per CaféCountertops’ Care and Installation 

Instructions, which are available for download 

at www.cafecountertops.com/care, and are 

also included in the Maintenance Kit. As with 

all CaféCountertops product, failure to follow 

instructions may void your warranty.

CARE INSTRUCTIONS

For CaféCountertops’ Solid Wood Countertops with Oil Finish

EXPECTATIONS 
Wood countertops are essentially wood furniture which performs beautifully with normal use and care, but which may 

scratch, dent and show signs of wear under heavy use. Don’t worry! A great feature of wood countertops is that almost 

anything that could go wrong can be repaired.

CARE AND CLEANING

Daily cleaning with soap and water usually isn’t necessary. 
Use common sense during food preparation, of course, but 
for normal contact it’s best to do less. You might occasionally 
wipe the surface with a dry or damp towel, but avoid heavy 
soaking or scrubbing.

Cleaning
About once a week (or as needed), clean the worktop with our Gentle Wood Wash or other mild soap. 

Gentle Wood Wash is a unique ph-neutral soap that is specially formulated to care for our Luxury Oil Finish. It is 
packaged in Concentrate form. You will need a generic 32oz. spray bottle. Add two capfuls of concentrate (1 capful 
per 16oz.) and fill with water. Shake gently.

Directions for use: Lightly spray the worktop surface, wait a few minutes, and then wipe clean with a clean damp 
cloth to remove dirt and soap residue. Dry thoroughly. Do not heavily soak the surface with water, and do not use 
abrasive pads or scrapers as these will ruin the countertop finish.
For deeper grime only, add one additional capful of concentrate to 
soap mix. Use this extra-strength mix for stain removal only 
and not for regular cleaning.

See reverse side for easy annual maintenance of Oil finishes.

CLIMATE CONTROL
Constantly maintain indoor air temperature at 65-80°F and humidity at 

50-60%. In winter, home heating systems may cause wood to be dry and 

brittle and to shrink. As the wood shrinks, tiny hairline cracks may appear. 

These harmless cracks are not product defects, but are a normal result 

of excess moisture loss, and they will usually disappear when humidity is 

increased or when warmer weather returns. DO NOT use radiant/infra-red 

heaters near wood tops. These may cause warping and cracking.

WIPE UP SPILLS 
Wipe up spills as quickly as 
possible. The finish is moisture-
resistant but not waterproof.

SHIELD 
Place hot pots and pans on 
potholders or trivets. Place a shield 
of tinfoil beneath countertop 
appliances such as slow cookers 
and fryers.

DON’T… 
Don’t use harsh cleaners, bleach, 
solvents, furniture polish, oil soaps, 
scrubbing brushes or scouring pads. 
Never use Lysol-type sanitizers as 
these may react with oil finishes.

Harmless hairline “winter cracks” 
swell shut when warmer 

weather returns.

    Less cleaning?
I can do that!

Watch our 
video on 

CafeCountertop Care!

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

For CaféCountertops’ Solid Wood Countertops with Oil Finish

PLEASE READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY PRIOR TO INSTALLATION.
Solid wood countertops are a form of wood furniture, and must be handled with care. Warping, cracking etc. are almost always a result of improper handling, in-
stallation or care. This is so often true that our warranty places the burden of proof on you to prove otherwise in the event of a product issue. Products which have 
been installed are considered to have been accepted, and in no case does warranty extend to cover dismounting, re-installation or utilities trades. Wood is a natural 
material. Variations in color and appearance are a normal part of wood’s natural beauty and do not constitute a defect.

SUPPORT

Wood tops require sturdy support. 
10” max unsupported overhang. 
36” max span between supports  
Additional supports may be needed.

ACCLIMATIZATION

PLAN FOR EXPANSION

Wood worktops expand and contract 
front-to-back (across the grain). Allow 
expansion as shown above, or the 
worktop will crack.

CafeCountertops custom tops are built to order with field joints typically 
factory-prepared for connecting bolts. Bolts should be snug but not over-tight. 
Tops without factory field joints may be adjoined by draw-bolts or connecting 
plates (not included). Fill gap with Silicone only. Do not use glue.

Wood worktops can be cut to fit as 
needed. Sand exposed edges to 120 
grit. Seal ALL cut edges with oil per 
Care Instructions. We recommend 
3/16” gap at walls for expansion.

CONNECTION FIT

CUTOUTS

Cutouts located less than 10 inches 
from worktop end may cause cracking 
and will void product warranty.
Seal all cut edges and inside faucet 
holes with Luxury Oil. 

Use top-quality Silicone at sinks, 
joints, gaps at walls, etc. Never use 
construction adhesive with wood tops.
We do not recommend using Silicone 
in lieu of install fasteners.  

SEALANT

Peel-and-stick micropermeable 
Thermal Barrier is required at 
dishwashers, cooktops and most u/c 
appliances. This product is available 
from Café Countertops.

THERMAL BARRIERDRY CLIMATE

ATTACHMENT
IMPORTANT!

Cut-Out 10”

2”

Order Installation products at www.cafecountertops.com/care or sales@cafecountertops.com

CLEAN AND PROTECT
• Keep surface free from water for 
 7 days. Wipe with dry cloth only. 
 Wood may scratch and dent even 
 with a protective cover, and this 
 cover may “imprint” the finish. 
 It’s best to prevent any contact 
 whatsoever until construction 
 is complete.
• Except for spot-repairs, and to 
 seal cut edges, do not oil at 
 time of installation. See 
 ‘Care Instructions’.

COMMON PROBLEMS & REPAIRS
• Scratches can usually be spot-
 repaired. See ‘Care Instructions’.
• Winter-cracks, or “checks” are 
 hairline cracks at ends caused by 
 low indoor humidity. These are 
 not a defect, and close naturally in 
 warmer weather. See ‘Care 
 Instructions’.
• Larger cracks, warping and finish 
 blemishes are almost always 
 caused by improper installation or 
 care, and can usually be fixed. 
 Contact info@cafecountertops.com 
 for detailed instructions.

Constantly maintain indoor air temperature 
at 65-80°F and humidity at 50-60%. 
Top should be unpackaged and laid flat on 
spacers or otherwise positioned to allow air 
circulation to all sides for a period of time 
(preferably 24 hours) prior to installation. If the 
top is unpackaged and immediately installed, the 
base cabinets act as a buffer, causing the bottom side 
to lose moisture more slowly than the top, which leads to warping.

For best results in dry Rocky 
Mountain or northern climates, 
acclimatize 48 hours. Install 1/8”- 
thick spacers between cabinets and 
countertop to permit air circulation to 
both sides of the countertop.

Install must allow for expansion and 
contraction across the grain (front-to-back) 
to prevent cracking. Pilot-drill the worktop. 
Drill oversize or slotted holes in cabinet rails, 
corner-blocks and supports. Attach worktop 
with screws and large washers to allow 
install screws to move with expansion.   

If cabinets have solid tops, use spacers 
or make large cutouts for air circulation 
to underside of worktop.

Care 
Instructions

Installation
Instructions

Care 
Video

s o l i d  w o o d
c o u n t e r t o p s

food prep safe 

moisture resistant

scratch repairable

u

u

same café quality without customization costs.

www.cafecountertops.com               sales@cafecountertops.comu

DEALER

2020QuicK sHip

See our 
CafeExpress 

catalog of 
Quick-Ship 

Countertops!
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ORDER PROCEDURE

Order Procedure 

1. Email or Fax quote request  

 • Use CaféCountertops quote request form or send your own drawing/sketch to 

  sales@cafecountertops.com or fax to 865-219-6128.

 • If first time inquiry, please also include Dealer Application.

 • If additional information is needed in order to complete the quote, a CaféCountertops representative 

  will contact you.

 • A detailed quote, including packaging and shipping, will be returned to you as soon 

  as possible.

2. Order product  

 • Sign quote and return with 50% deposit.

 • Any changes to orders must be provided in writing.

 • 50% deposit is required before any work is performed (refer to terms & conditions).

 • Cash, Checks, Visa, Mastercard and PayPal are acceptable payment methods.

 • CaféCountertops® will provide you with a confirming CAD drawing prior to production.

3. Order completion  

 • Standard fabrication time for stock species is 2 to 4 weeks from order confirmation. This time can 

  vary seasonally.

 • A CaféCountertops representative will contact you when your order is complete and ready to ship. 

  The remaining 50% is required at this time.

4. Receipt of product  

 • Upon receipt, please thoroughly inspect crate for damage (see page 24).

 • If any damages are present, inform the driver immediately and note on delivery receipt.

 • Call CaféCountertops immediately at (866) 449-2233 to report any issues.

5. Complete full inspection within 24 hours  

 • In case of concealed damage, contact CaféCountertops immediately upon discovery.

 • Customer is responsible for filing any concealed damage freight claims. 

 • Please be advised that if you do not thoroughly inspect shipment, both for obvious damage on receipt, 

  and also concealed damage within 24 hours of delivery, and if you do not retain the original packaging, 

  the freight carrier is entitled to deny your claim.

NOTE:
Signed quote, deposit and approved CAD drawing must be received prior to production.

23
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All countertops are hand-finished by our craftsmen, who conduct an extremely detailed 

inspection prior to personally hand-packing the product for shipment. Concealed damage prior to 

shipment is virtually impossible.

Countertops are sturdily packaged for shipment, most 

in custom-built heavy-duty wooden crates. Packaging 

is engineered so that it is impossible for fasteners to 

contact the countertop in normal handling.

Avoid extra charges: Changes to shipments while in transit, such as requests to change the deliv-

ery address, to reschedule delivery, or to request a call before delivery usually result in expensive 

surcharges from the freight carrier, and often lead to delays.

Most products ship by motor freight. Be prepared! Unloading and inside 

delivery are not included. The truck driver’s responsibility ends at the 

tailgate of his truck. Crated countertops weigh approximately 10 

pounds per square foot.

Residential delivery requires a $95.00 fee from the freight line and 

a delay in shipment. Additional fees apply for construction jobsites. 

The site must be accessible by freight trucks. As with standard freight, 

unloading is not included. Some dealers prefer to avoid this difficulty by having products shipped 

to a local moving service, who can provide greater flexibility and inside delivery. 

The delivery driver will ask you to sign a delivery receipt. It is very 

important that you thoroughly inspect the shipment prior to signing this 

receipt. You must note any damage on this receipt. All crates are built in 

this manner shown in the photo at left. If any of this packaging is 

damaged or missing and the driver will not allow you to open the crate 

for inspection, note “Damaged packaging, possible concealed damage”. 

Your legal rights to compensation for damage are greatly reduced if 

you do not note damage at time of delivery.

Installation and Care Instructions are included in the Care Kit which ships free with every order.  

   Countertops must be acclimatized prior to installation per Installation Instructions, with 

    airflow to top and bottom. This is important to prevent warping.
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TERMS & CONDITIONS

1. QUOTATIONS: A quotation not accepted within 60 days is subject to review. Quotations are based on the cost of labor and materials on the date of the 
quote. If changes occur in cost of materials, labor or other costs prior to acceptance, the right is reserved to change the price quoted. Quotations do not 
include templating, delivery, installation, shipping or applicable taxes unless specified separately.
2. ORDER REQUIREMENTS: Any verbal orders must be followed up with written instruction. CaféCountertops assumes no responsibility for verbal orders at any 
time. A signed quotation form and deposit is required for each job. All details, dimensions, and specifications required for completion of job must be available 
when order is placed.
3. PRODUCTION SCHEDULES: Products are hand-crafted. Production schedules and estimated ship dates are subject to final inspection by our production 
craftsmen; therefore, dates of shipment are targeted but never guaranteed. 
4. CHANGES: All orders will be built to specifications and dimensions provided by customer at time of order. Changes may incur extra cost to customer and 
must be provided in writing to CaféCountertops. Changes may cause longer lead time on order.
5. CANCELLATIONS: After acceptance, order may be cancelled by customer at any time by notice in writing with the understanding that CaféCountertops will 
be compensated in full for materials and any work or services performed prior to cancellation. All cancellations will be subject to a cancellation fee in the 
amount of not less than 10% of total quoted job price.
6. STORAGE: All materials belonging to the customer will be held and stored only at customer’s risk. A monthly charge for warehousing based on current rates 
will be charged on any material stored over 15 days after completion of order.
7. DELIVERY: Unless otherwise specified, the price quoted is for a single delivery F.O.B. our plant to a commercial address. 
Delivery to a residential address or home/job site may incur additional charges to the customer. CaféCountertops has no control over commercial carrier 
delivery schedules and cannot guarantee when freight sent by us will be delivered. We shall not be liable for delays or nonperformance of this agreement by 
strikes, fires, accidents, or causes beyond our control. Responsibility for deliveries by express, freight, courier or any common carrier ceases when goods are 
handed to the carrier. Customer assumes full liability for all materials delivered no matter whether or not customer’s representative is on hand to acknowledge 
receipt of delivery. If goods are received in damaged condition, the carrier must be notified and a notation of damages made on the face of the freight bill 
at time of receipt. If concealed damage is discovered, notify the carrier at once to schedule an inspection. A concealed damage report must be made within 
24 hours of delivery of shipment. CaféCountertops will assist in every way possible in the event of freight damage, but this willingness on our part in no way 
makes CaféCountertops responsible for collection of claims or replacement of material.
8. DAMAGES: Claims for defects, shortages or damages other than freight damage must be made by the customer in writing within a period of two (2) days 
after delivery and always before installation (Claims for freight damage are between you and the freight carrier). Failure to make such claim within the stated 
period shall constitute that the product is fully satisfactory to customer and that the customer will comply with all terms and conditions. Installed product will 
be viewed as having been accepted and damages of any kind will be considered to have occurred during installation and not covered by warranty. Any liability 
shall be limited to a maximum of CaféCountertops stated selling price on the defective goods and shall in no event include special or consequential damages, 
including removal of product, return freight & packaging, installation of replacement, and profits (or profits lost). No refund or replacement will be granted 
without prior authorization from a CaféCountertops representative. Material must be returned within 5 days of authorization and packaged to prevent further 
damage.
9. GUARANTEE: 
• This warranty is limited to standard solid wood countertop products in residential applications, for the life of the original purchaser (homeowner) in residence 
at the original address of installation. Warranty for products installed in non-residential applications is limited to lifetime guarantee of glue seams.
• Unfinished products are excluded from this warranty. 
• CafeCountertops’ Planning Guide, Installation Instructions and Care Instructions are direct extensions of the Conditions of our Warranty. Damage or defect 
as a result of any party’s failure to comply with the full instructions contained within these Guides is considered negligence and not grounds for complaint. 
As noted in these Guides, the following are excluded from warranty: Cutout locations not in compliance with factory specifications (minimum 10 inch setback 
from worktop ends); wood worktops not shielded from dishwashers and other moisture/heat sources by thermal barrier; improper acclimatization, support, 
installation, maintenance or ongoing climate control; damage or defects as a result of negligence, misuse, or normal wear and tear, small cracks (’checks’) 
as a natural action of wood in response to climate change; normal wear of wood finishes over time; and distortion or cracking at miter/angle joints as a result 
of seasonal expansion (90-degree joints recommended). CafeCountertops’ liability is limited to the value of dealer’s purchase price of the original product. 
CafeCountertops reserves the right to repair the product on-site with factory or subcontract craftsmen, or to require return shipment to our factory for repair or 
replacement, or to refund all or some of the original purchase price. Expenses associated with dismounting, packaging, temporary surfaces and re-installation 
are excluded. Warranty claims must be in writing, with photographic proof. 
• Variations in wood color and grain patterns are natural features and not defects appearance: Solid wood countertops are a product with naturally occurring 
variations of grain and color. Color and grain variation, naturally occurring knots, small filled worm holes, and mineral streaks are an expression of nature’s 
individuality and are not considered defects. CaféCountertops takes no responsibility and provides no guarantee, expressed or implied, that finished countertop 
products will match any previous or currently supplied wood sample, countertop, countertop photo, or digital image.
10. TERMS: Terms shall be either payment in full at time of order or 50% deposit at time of order with remainder due upon shipment of product or receipt of 
invoice. Customer assumes full responsibility of payment for all material purchased from CaféCountertops and agrees to be personally liable for all charges 
and individually guarantees prompt payment of all charges. Claims for billing discrepancies must be made in writing within 10 days of receipt of invoice; 
failure to so notify CaféCountertops signifies total acceptance and responsibility for prompt payment in full of account. As a security for payment of any sum 
due or to become due under terms of this agreement, CaféCountertops reserves the right, if necessary, to retain possession of materials including work in 
progress, previously shipped goods, and finished or installed work. The extension of credit or the acceptance of notes, trade acceptances or guarantee of pay-
ment shall not affect such security interest in lien. Charges billed, but not paid within 30 days of delivery will be considered past due. Minimum payment due 
is payment of customer’s indebtedness in full. If not paid, CaféCountertops may declare the unpaid balance due and payable immediately. Past due invoices 
are subject to interest charges at a rate of 1.5% per month, which is an annual rate of 18%, with a minimum finance charge of $5.00. CaféCountertops 
reserves the right to file liens and/or use any legal means possible to force collection of past due accounts. Customer agrees to pay all collection expenses, 
including attorney’s fees and court costs, if it becomes necessary to collect through legal action.
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Company Name: ______________________________________________________________

Your Name: ___________________________________________________________________

Street Address: _______________________________________________________________

City/St/Zip: ____________________________________________________________________

Phone: ________________________________________________________________________

Website: ______________________________________________________________________

Additional Locations: __________________________________________________________

How did you hear about us? __________________________________________________

Are you in a buying group (e.g. SEN, BKBG, LBM)? __________________________

Are you working with one of our independent reps? __________________________

Do you have a showroom? ___________________________________________________

Point of contact for communication such as new product training:

Name: _________________________________Email: _________________________________

Other Contacts: _______________________________________________________________

Is there anything else you would like to tell us? _______________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

Please email or fax this form to: 
sales@cafecountertops.com
(865) 219-6128

Or, fill out this form online!
Scan the QR code to the right or 
visit www.cafecountertops.com/DealerApp

Dealers - 35% Discount
This discount is offered to authorized CafeCountertops dealers who do not display CafeCountertops in 
their showroom. 

Display Dealers - 50% Discount
 This discount is offered to authorized CafeCountertops dealers who have a CafeCountertop displayed in their 
showroom and/or dealers who have purchased a set of CafeCountertops samples. In addition, Display Dealers 
are given first opportunity to receive homeowner inquiry factory leads from your area.

Rep:  Café 

Email:  sales@cafecountertops.com  Fax:  865-219-6128 

 
 
Dealer Application Form 
 
 
Company Name:            
 
Street Address:            
 
City:      State:   Zip:     
 
Phone:             
 
Website:             
 
Do you have a showroom?          
 
Point of contact for important communications such as new product training: 
 
Name:     Email:        
 
Is there anything else you would like to tell us?      
             
              
 
 

dba Andover Products, LLC 

Want to fill it out online? 
Click Here or Scan: 

 

 

Thank you for your interest in becoming a 
CaféCountertops dealer. You will hear from 
us soon! 
 
In the meantime, feel free to explore 
www.cafecountertops.com. 
 
Kind regards, 
 
The Café Team. 
 

2811 John Deere Drive 
Knoxville, TN  37917 

P:  866-449-2233 
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Fax to (865) 219-6128 or email to sales@cafecountertops.com. Questions? Call us toll-free at (865) 448-2233.

Wood Species
_________________
_________________
_________________
❏  EuroStar

Other (please specify):
_________________
Thickness:
❏  30mm
❏  40mm
❏  60mm
❏  Other: __________

Surface Treatment:
❏  Hand Rubbed Oil
Other (please specify):
_________________

3

3

R R=8”

Front 
Edge

Unfinished 
Edge

Back 
Splash

Radius

Cut Out 

Joint w/ 
Tongue & 
Groove w/ Bolts

Joint w/ Tongue 
& Groove

60”

33”

24”

42”

Symbol Key & Example Drawing
PLEASE note location of all undercounter appliances!
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Date ________________________

Dealer Name & Address
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
(City/State/Zip required for quote)

Contact Phone # ________________
Contact Fax # __________________
Email ________________________
Delivery Name & Address (if different from above)

____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
Contact Phone # ________________
Customer Order No./Job Name
____________________________
Please Send My Quote by:
 ❏  Fax ❏  Email

❏  A

❏  B

❏  C  *

❏  E   *

❏  H

❏  J

❏  K

❏  L   *

❏  M

❏  N  *

❏  Q  *

❏  R

❏  T

❏  V

* Premium Edges
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*Premium Edges. Custom edges available.

Newly-fabricated Iroko 
has strong golden highlights 
which darken over time.

European 
Beech

European 
Oak

Iroko

Mahogany 

Strata 
Beech

Greywash

Rustic
Oak

NEW! 
Coastal Oak

Grey
Oak

Grey 
Rustic Oak

Smoked
Oak

European 
Walnut

Black 
Walnut

Black 
Cherry

Teak

Wenge

 Type A

 Type B

* Type C

* Type E

 Type H

 Type J

 Type K

* Type L

 Type M

* Type N

* Type Q

 Type R

 Type T

 Type V

1/8” Round Over Top & Bottom

Ogee

Reverse Knife

Double Ogee

9/16” Round Over

1/2” Round Over with Bead

3/8” Round Over Top & Bottom

Large Roman Ogee

1/4” Round Over Top 
& Bottom with Bead

Roman Ogee

Cove & Bead

1/4” Bevel Top & Bottom

1/2” Bevel

1/2” Cove


